
This year has been unlike any most of us 
have seen. Perhaps the temptation has 
been to count down the days until we can 
flip the calendar and have a fresh slate. 
But even (and especially) in a year as 
upended as 2020, it is vital that we take a 
moment and look back at what has been 
to be ready for what will come. 

» Make a note of lessons learned. Set 
aside intentional time alone to reflect on 
the lessons you learned about yourself 
this year. This is important every year, 
but in a year so out of the ordinary there 
are surely things you have learned about 
your fears, your capacity, and your 
motivations. Then, as you remember how 
you’ve grown as a result of these lessons, 
make plans to put what you’ve learned to 
practice in new situations.

» Write down your accomplishments. At 
year’s end it can be easy to lose sight of 
all you’ve walked through for the past 12 

months. Sitting with your calendar or even 
glancing over your social-media feed will 
remind you of the big and small things 
you did as the year went by. Whether 
it was keeping a plant alive, training for 
some sort of race, or learning to bake pie, 
take time to celebrate and be grateful for 
those things you accomplished.

» Own up to your failings. It can be easy to 
make lists of things that make us feel good 
about ourselves; the list of areas in which 
we have been selfish or have failed others 
is more challenging to write. But it is an 
important part of preparing for a new year. 
If there are ways you need to make things 
right with people or actions and attitudes 
that need improvement, do the hard work 
of sorting through that and talking to those 
who may need an apology.

A bit of time to reflect now, as the new 
year begins, will set you up for the fresh 
start you’re hoping for in 2021.

Stepping into the freshness of a new year is best done with a good 
look at all that’s happened in the year left behind.

Look Back to Look Forward
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Quotes to Live By

“Victory is sweetest 
when you’ve known 
defeat.”
—MALCOLM S. FORBES

“Our envy always lasts 
longer than the happiness 
of those we envy.” 
—HERACLITUS

“Simplicity is 
the ultimate 
sophistication.” 
—LEONARDO DA VINCI 
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Printed Flyers
or Brochures

Marketing is all about making 
connections—letting your 
customers and prospects know 
what you are about and how 
you can help them succeed. 
One surefire way to make 
these positive connections is 
with full-color printed flyers or 
brochures.

No matter what information 
you hope to pass along, a 
well-designed flyer is the right 
medium for the job. They’re so 
easy to produce and distribute, 
now is the time to be sure to 
talk to us about adding flyers to 
your marketing lineup.

Mentally Healthy Holidays 
Here are some ways to have a mentally healthy holiday:

»  Let some things go. The holidays are often filled with lists of “have tos” that 
may not actually have to get done. Give yourself permission to do what is most 
important to you and let the rest go.

»  Reach out. If you find yourself feeling lonely, do your best to connect with 
people you care about. Don’t be afraid to admit you need help or just someone 
to talk with you.

»  Moderation. Holiday indulgences of all types can lead to regrets that you 
then have to sort out later.

»  Budget. Set out and stick to a budget for gift giving, entertaining, and travel. 
Finding yourself in major debt after the holidays can lead you to an unhealthy 
mental place. 

Located in west-central Texas, this 
nearly 4,000-acre park is a unique 
desert environment whose landscape 
can change overnight. As winds travel 
across the dunes, new peaks and val-
leys are formed, 
giving visitors a 
truly one-of-a-kind 
experience. 

A quick stop at the 
Dunagan Visitors 
Center provides a 
look at the area as 
well as the plants 
and animals that 
call it home and the 
history of human 
interaction with the land. While here, be 
sure to rent a sand disk to experience 
one of the most common pastimes in 
the park: sand-dune sledding. 

With no marked trails, visitors are free to 
roam and explore as they wish. This pro-
vides a good deal of freedom but also 
requires being aware of surroundings so 

as not to get lost in the repetitive terrain. 

The park also features an 800-acre 
equestrian area. Riders should be aware 
that this area is also without marked 

trails but does 
include a trailer 
parking area, po-
table water, and 
three available 
campsites.

Twenty-six 
campsites, com-
plete with water, 
electricity, and 
shade shelters, 
are available for 

reservation. Contrary to what one might 
think, average temperatures in the park 
can be as low as 29˚F in January, so visi-
tors should plan their visit accordingly.

For more information about Monahans 
Sandhills State Park, visit https:// 
tpwd.texas.gov/state-parks/monah-
ans-sandhills.

Monahans Sandhills State Park, Texas
If wide-open spaces are what you’re craving, this Texas-sized sandbox 
might be just what you’re looking for.
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Making Things 
Easier
For so many around the world 
these past months, things we have 
taken for granted have become 
difficult. Pantone wanted to do 
their part to make things a bit 
easier for graphic designers, so 
they created the Pantone Color 
Match Card. Having the ability to 
point your phone camera at an 
object or surface and have the 
Pantone Connect mobile app 
capture the color, determine the 
best match, and save that Pantone 
Color for later may seem small in 
the grand scheme of things. But 
for designers, it has made remote 
working easier than it otherwise 
was. 

 If you’ve been on the fence about flyers, here are some reasons to 
put them to work for your company:

The Three Ds of Flyers

»  Design. The purpose of a flyer 
is to catch and hold the recipient’s 
attention long enough that they see 
what your company has to offer. 
Engaging graphics and a simple call 
to action, along with clear contact 
information, is the ideal design 
combination to encourage current 

customers or new prospects to 
connect with your company.

»  Distribution. If you’re looking for 
a marketing piece with distribution 
versatility, then flyers are the answer. 
Send them along with invoices; 
include a flyer with each in-store 
purchase; hand them out at trade 
shows; tuck them in doors in your 
target market. 

»  Dollars and cents. When it comes 
to marketing materials, flyers are one 
of the most economical choices. A 
single-page, one-sided, full-color 
printed flyer is easy to produce and 
easy on your bottom line, especially 
when you print in high volume. And 
because they are inexpensive to 
produce, you can confidently create 
and distribute flyers for specific sales 
events or product highlights without 
stressing about your marketing 
budget.

1. What was the first toy to be 
advertised on television? 

2. What is the largest type of deer?

3. Which two countries share the 
longest international border?

4. How many hearts does an 
octopus have?

1) Mr. Potato Head  2) The 
moose  3) Canada and the U.S.  
4) Three

trivia

Top Ten
Best Winter Sports

Gutenberg’s Army©

 1.  Alpine snowboarding
 2.  Alpine skiing
 3.  Ice hockey
 4.  Figure skating
 5.  Ski jumping
 6.  Bobsled
 7.  Slopestyle snowboarding
 8.  Curling
 9.  Nordic combined
 10. Skeleton
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Finish the 
Year Strong!
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As part of our dedication to the 
environment, we offer electronic 

proofs online to reduce paper waste 
and a PDF workflow to reduce 

production time.
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» The first radio episode of The 
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy airs 
on BBC Radio 4.

» Volkswagen begins production of the 
Rabbit in the United States.

» The Montreal Canadiens defeat the 
Boston Bruins to win the Stanley Cup.

» Grease and Animal House are 
released.

» Garfield makes its nationwide debut.

» The first Susan B. Anthony dollars are 
struck at the Philadelphia Mint.

 

» The Space Invaders arcade video 
game is released by Taito Corporation.

» Dallas debuts on CBS, the first 
modern-day primetime soap opera. 

» Charon, a satellite of Pluto, is 
discovered.

» The summer of three popes: Pope 
Paul VI dies, is replaced by Pope John 
Paul I who dies after 33 days, and is in 
turn replaced by Pope John Paul II.


